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We prcscnt results from NISTFl, tlic NIST primary frcqucncy standard, a Cesium atomic
fountain. In particular w give thc results of thc latcst fiqucncy evaluation which has a
combined standard fractional fkequmcy uncertainty of 1.3~10-~'
in the laboratory and a total
uncahinty of 1.5 x lo-'' including the timc transfer to the Bureau Inlemational dcs Poi& et
hksures (Brayr) inteinationalatomic timc scale (Tiu). Wc also presmt mults that dcmorlstratc
thc attainmat of thc quantum projectionnoise limit in this fountain.

1

Introduction

NIST-Fl is a cesium-fountain primary frequency standard. The standard uses
the (0,0,1) launch geometry of the seminal Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et des
Frequences (LPTF) fountain [l], but differs in many significant ways from the
LPTF standard. MST-F1 has been reporting primary frequency standard numbers
regularly since Deccmber 1999, and the latest frequency evaluation has the lowcst
combinal standard uncertainty of any numbcr hithertofore reported to thc HIPM
for inclusion into TAI.
2

Frequency Evaluation

Before a frequency mcasurcment made with a primary Gequency standard is
included into TAI, it must bc corrected for a numbcr of significant (rclativc to the
claimed accuracy) frequency shins. Additionally a largc numbcr of other shifis
must be evaluated to ascertain the relative importance of each. The frequency of
NiST-FI is typically corrected for shifts due to four causes: quadratic Zeeman
effect, blackbody frequency shill, spin-cxchange shift and the gravitational rcdshift

PI.
The gravitational redshift is not properly a frequency shift intrinsic to the
clock; however, TAI is computed with respect to the reference geoid (roughly mean
sea level), and NIST-F1 is located some 1700 meters above mean sea level. The
gravitational rcdshin at the location ofNIST-F1 has k e n calculated by Wciss and

* Work of the U.S. Government - not subjcct lo U.S. copyright
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Figure 1 Thc mcasurcd magndic ficld in NIST-1-l as a function of hcight abovc lhc Kamscy cavity.
Thc origin of Ihc x-axis is thc ccntcr of thc Ramscy cavity. Thc magnctic inhomogmcity just abovc thc
Kamscy cavity is a result of impcrfcctly adjust& shim coils that hclp to compcnsatc for thc magnctically
permcable microwave f d t h r o u g h s on the Kamsey cavity.

Ashby to have a fractional Gcqucncy value of 1 8 0 . 5 ~ 1 0 'with
' ~ an uncertainty of
O . l ~ l O - ' ~thelocationofMST-F1[3].
at
The quadratic Zeeman shifl is a rcsult of thc purposely applied quantization
magnctic licld (C-field). A large advantagc to the long interaction timc available
in atomic fountains is the consequent ability to reduce the magnitude of the C-field.
The typical C-Field value in NIST-Fl is of order 100 nT
gauss), much
smaller than the typical 5 pT ficld used in a thermal beam standard. The resulting
frequency corrcction is thus more than thrcc orders of magnitude smallcr.
Thc corrcction for thc quadratic Zecman frequency shift rcquires knowlcdgc of
the timc averaged magnclic ficld as sccn by thc atoms. Wc obtain this information
from a map of the magnetic field as seen by the atoms as shown in Figl. The
magnetic field map is measured using the linear Zeeman splitting of the m z l
levels as discussed in [2]. Basically the atoms arc irradiated with a low tiequency
magnctic ficld transverse to the quantization axis for a short (=lo0 ms) period
about apogee. If the transverse field is resonant with the AF=O, Am=l transition
frequency the resulting change in atomic state is detected, which, in turn, gives a
measure of the local magnetic field. The apogee height is then changed and the
process is repeated in order to generate the field map. Using the field map the
time averaged magnetic field as seen by the atoms can be calculated. This average
should correspond to a particular Ramscy fringe on the magnetically sensitive
Ramsey fringc manifolds at all apogee heights. Figure 2 shows a comparison of
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Figure 2 - Thc various symbols COMCC(C~by dotted lincs arc the mcasurd position of Ramsey binges
on the !3,1)+14,1) manifold. The solid line is a prediction of the position of the central fiinge f o m an
integral of the time avaagc magnetic ficld seen by the atom using the data of Fig. 1.

the measured vs. calculated fringe position; the comparison has an averagc
discrepancy of 0.05f0.2 fringcs, indicating that the ccntral fringc on thc m=+l
Ramsey manifold is corrcctly idcntificd. Using thc measured offset (from the m=O
central kinge) frcqucncy, vI0, of the m=l central Ramscy fringc thc fractional
ffequency correction, Avgz/vo,to the mcasured fountain frcqucncy, v,, is givcn by
*”@=

4,
2 ’

vo
vo
In the case of MST-F1, the fractional frequency correction is of order 4 5 ~ 1 0 - l ~
with an assigned uncertainty of 0 . 3 ~ 1 0 ~which
’ ~ , corresponds to a mis-assignment

of onc complete fringc.
Thc nest largest shill for which the fountain frequency is corrected is the
blackbody shift, first prcdicted by Itano et. al. [4]; the cocfficicnts rcquired to make
this correction havc been rcccntly mcasurcd by both thc LPTF and PTB groups

[5,6]. The correction is given by
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where T is the temperature of the radiation field in which the atoms are situated.
The temperature of NIST-F1 is controlled to 41 “C. In and above the Ramsey
cavity, thc atom is surroundd by the coppcr vacuum envelope. The Mindow at thc
top of the vacuum envelope through which one of the vertical laser beams enters is
anti-reflection coated at 852 nm, and is quite black at wavelengths longer than
3 p . Thesc considerations lcad us to a conclusion that the radiation field
expcricncxd by the atoms should be a close approximation to the temperature of the
vacuuni wall. We assign a possible 1 “C discrepancy to the radiation temperature,
which leads to an uncerlainty in the fractional frcqucncy correction of 0 . 3 ~ 1 0 * ’ ~ .
The last frcquency shifl for which NIST-FI is corrected, the spin-exchange
frequency shift, while the smallest in absolute magnitude dominates the systematic
part of thc crror budget. The spin-cxchangc frequency shift in cesium has been
recognized as a significant problem since the carlicst days of cesium fountains [7].
Both Gibble and Chu at Stanford and later the group of Clairon at the LPTF have
measured large spin-cxchangc frcyucncy shifts in cesium atomic fountains [ 81.
Sincc these measurements wcrc madc it has becn recognized that the spinexchange coeficient is not only large, but is probably not constant in the collision
energy ranges typically accessed by cesium fountains [9].
The spin-cxchangc frequency shift is, all othcr th6gs bcing equal, lincar in the
atomic dcnsity. Typically, the fkquency correction to be applied for the spinexchange shin is measured via an extrapolation of the measured frequency vs.
atom number curve mcasurcd under otherwisc constant parameters. Such a curve,
from NIST-Fl, is shown in Fig.3. The intcrcept (at zero atomic density) of the
extrapolated line with thc frequency axis thcrcforc givcs the “truc” frequency in the
abscncc of the spin-exchange shifl.
In a freely expanding non-interacting gas of atoms, the collision energy drops
with the timc since thc expansion started with a time constant z such that
T ~ R , where
~ ~ ~ is
~ theN characteristic
~ ~
dimension of the cloud (the radius if
the cloud is spherical) and V, the characteristic velocity of the atoms in the cloud
with respect to the center-of-mass velocity, V,,cc(kT/m)”2
for a thermal
distribution. Given that the radius of a sample of atoms trapped in an MOT is
dependent on the number of trapped atoms, the historical practice of using a MOT
to gather atoms and varying the loading timc in order to vary the atom number to
gcneratc a curve such as Fig. 3 is perhaps improper given the present
understanding that the spin-exchange coefficient is collision energy dependent.
NIST-F1 uses a pure optical molasses sourcc that gives an unvarying cloud shape
over more than the range of atomic densities used to obtain the data in Fig. 3. The
data in Fig. 3 were gathered using an active atom number stabilization servo. The
scrvo changes the power in thc state-selection cavity to bring either more or fcwcr
atoms into the selccted I3,O) clock state and can be used with an MOT operated in
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Figure 3 - Spincxchangc frequency shift data: measured fractional fiequcncy of thc mass as corrcctui
to the NIST ATlE time scale as a hnction of ddated atom number. The intercept of the curvc is the .
m o density limit of the measurements.

the condition of constant atom number to keep the collision energy constant. This
approach has becn reccntly adoptcd for the l T B fountain [lo].
The data in Fig. 3. were used to gencratc the linc shown. The uncertainty in
the intercept of the frcquency axis is FUf = l . 2 ~ l O - which
’~
we regard as a
combination of statistical (Type A) uncertainty and systematic (Type I3)
uncertainty. If there wcre no spin-cxchangc shift we would be frcc to group the
data in Fig. 3. into a single measurcment of frequency, and the error bars on the
resulting point would be the combined statistical error in the various
measurements, in this case 60f = 0.8~10-’~.The rms difference between the
combined uncertainty (thc uncertainty in the intercept) and thc statistical
uncertainty is then the systematic uncertainty associated with the spin-exchange
shift, 6Uf= 0.9~10-’~.
Numerous other possible biases exist that are discusscd, for NIST-F1, in [ 2 ] .
The combined (Type B) uncertainty of the four significant systematic
frequency shifts in NIST-Fl, gravitational redshift, blackbody shift, quadratic
Zeeman effect and the spin exchange shift are 6Wf = IxlO-” with a statistical
uncertainty of 60f = 0.8x10”, these combine to give a total combined standard
uncertainty of 6Vf = 1 . 3 ~ 1 0 -in
’ ~the laboratory. The cvaluation discussed here
lasted 40 days, starting from MJD 52079, and the corrections for dcad time are
small with respect to the combined standard unccrtainty. However, the frcquencytransfer noise associated with the GPS common-view time-transfer used to report
the clocks to the BIPM for inclusion into TAI is F f / f = 3 0 ~ 1 0 - ’ ~where
/7
7 is in
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days. This results in a significant degradation in the accuracy of the reported
number, to 6Uf = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 - ' ~when
,
included into TAI. Had the period of the
evaluation bcen a more normal 20 days instcad of 40 days, the number would have
degraded to 2 x
Clearly, fountains arc bccoming suficicntly accurate that the
strain on the time-transfer reporting mcthod is noticeable,

3

Quantum projection Noisc

Quantum projection noise, first described by Itano et. al. [ l l ] has been observed
previously, first in ions [ 111 and later in atomic cesium fountains [12]. Wc report
our first observation of quantum projection noisc bringing to two the number of
observations of this behavior in fountains.
The stability of a ccsium fountain clock can l
x written as [I23

whcrc Qat is thc atomic finc Q, T, is the cyclc tunc, gat
is thc numbcr of detected
atoms, nph is the number of dctected photonddctcctcd-atom, om represents the
technical noisc in thc dctcction process in t a m s of an cquivalcnt numbcr of atoms,
and y is the noisc associatcd w t h the local oscillator and aliasing effects. Thc first
term in the brackets is the quantum projection noise term, the second term which
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Figure 4 - Alan variance vs. atomic numbcr. Thc straight lines have d o p a of-1 and 1/2 rcsspectivclyto illustrate thc behavior in the (ocldcal noisc limited regime as we11 as
thc quantum projection noisc rcgimc
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scales in the same way with atom number is much smaller in NIST-F1, Lvhcrc the
number of detected photons, nPb,is large (nPl,>>lO). The third term dominates at
very low atom numbers while the forth term, associatcd with the quartz local
oscillator is small relative to the first threc terms in thc experiment dcscribcd here.
The data in Fig. 4 show the Allan variancc at T = 1 cycle vs. dctcctcd signal
which is proportional to the number of detected atoms. These data were gathered
using the .same technique used in our active number servo: the atom number was
varied for these tests by varying the powcr in the state-selcction cavity with all
other parameters held constant. The Allan variancc for signal sizes less than about
200 mV has the INatbehavior associated with tcchnical noise while the data at
signal sizes larger than 200 mV have a slope consistent with (1/Nat)”’, which
represents quantum projection noise. This data while certainly suggestive that the
quantum projection noise limit has been achieved is not, in itself, sufficient to
unambiguously support the claim.
7e-I3
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Figurc 5 - Thc Allan variancc of thc fountain is constant OVM a largc variation in modulation dcpfh in
the quantum projedion noise limited rcgimc.

Another signature that the projection noise limit has, in fact, been reached can
be obtained by measuring the stability of the standard in the quantum projection
noise limit with non-optimum modulation. If the noise is, in fact, set by the atomic
number the non-optimum modulation depth should not cause an increase in noise.
Otherwise the noise should increase with non-optimum modulation. The data
shown in Fig. 5, taken at relatively high atom number, clearly shows that the noise
is independent of modulation depth over almost a factor of4 in modulation width.
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Thc data in Fig. 4 can be evaluated to &ow that NIST-F1 rcachcs the quantum
projection noise limit at about 2500 detccted atoms with an equivalent noise,
( ~ ~ “ atoms.
35
4. Conclusions

The first results from a cesium atomic fountain operating as a primary frequency
standard wcrc prcscnted at thc last meeting of this confcrence [ 11 in Woods Hole in
1995. In thc past 6 ycars the field has maturcd dramatically with many
laboratories working on cesium fountain primary frequency standards and two
standards, from the PTB and NIST, regularly reporting numbers to the BIPM. Wc
have discussed here our frcqucncy uncertainty cvaluation procedure, the PTB
evaluation proccdurc is discussed in these proceedings as wcll. Both of the
regularly reporting standards (FTB and NIST) have combined standard
uncertainties in thcir respective laboratorics below 6Wf < I . 5 ~ 1 0 - ’ ~In. addition
these standards have been compared using advanced time-transfer techniques over
the past year and the agreement is good within the stated uncertainties [13]. It will
be intcrcsting to see what the state of thc art is at t h ~ - Symposium
7~
on Frequency
Standards and Metrology.
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